
 

 

Daily Gold Report Thursday July 22, 2014 

Sean Lusk  

Walsh Trading 

August Gold settles 1290.5, down $13.90 

Gold futures were under pressure throughout the session as safe haven and physical demand continue 

to ebb. With stock indices showing no signs of retreating and consistently posting new all-time highs, 

safe demand for both Gold and Silver erodes. The recent uptick in prices last week predicated by the 

Malaysian Airlines tragedy became nothing more of a selling opportunity for savvy traders. In my last 

report Tuesday, I mentioned that if Gold did fall, it would trade down to the 1288-1293 area as that is 

where the 50 and 200 day moving averages sit. The low today was 1287.5, just below the 200 moving 

average and just twenty cents below first support for the week. There is also a 50 percent retracement 

level sitting at 1293.3, which measures the June low in Gold at 1240.1, and the July high at 1346.8.  The 

point being here is that there is big time support sitting at these current levels, and with closes below 

the 200 day M.A. at 1288.4, look out below. 

With all of that being said, keep in mind we have option expiration for the August Gold contract on 

Monday and the Fed begins a two day FOMC meeting with a policy announcement to follow next 

Tuesday and Wednesday. Although the market may dip below these aforementioned levels, I don’t see 

any major moves until the Fed speaks next week. While the market isn’t anticipating anything out of 

the ordinary from Janet Yellen and the voting members of the FOMC, I would contend the market 

would want confirmation before resuming any trends in the market. Having said that any major dips in 

the market should become buying opportunities as the market enters into traditionally the biggest 

physical demand period for Gold in the calendar year.  

 



 

 

For those interested in grains, Walsh Trading’s Senior Grain analyst Tim Hannagan hosts a free grain 
webinar each Thursday at 3:00 PM central time. Tim has been ranked the #1 grain analyst in the United 
States per Reuters and Bloomberg for his most accurate price predictions for soybeans and corn in the 
years 2011 and 2012. Link for next week’s webinar is below. If you cannot attend live, a recording will 
be sent to your email upon signup. Or please contact me at anytime at 888 391 7894 or 

slusk@walshtrading.com 

Sign up now!  

Daily Swing #s GCQ14 Friday July 25th 2014 

Resistance#2- 1312.7 

Resistance#1- 1301.7 

Pivot-              1294.6 

Support#1-     1283.6 

Support#2-     1276.5 
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